CYBER SECURITY EXPERTS

KT SECURE
• Identity and Access Management
• Data Loss Prevention and Data Classification
• Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing

• Cloud Security and Hosting
• Endpoint Protection
• Software Code Signing

KT Secure provides an end-to-end Cyber security solution and a range of managed services. We are the trusted
security partner for leading global companies.
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devices and locations. For businesses, the
Programme Manager, Car
constant battle between pay-to-enable Manufacturer
and pay-to-protect is demanding more
time and more budget. It’s no longer a
one-off piece of work – businesses need
proven and reliable expertise to help
them build and maintain the best possible
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Our_Experience

Our Security Experts have an average of
15 years’ experience in designing,
implementing and managing security
solutions for leading global businesses.
They are certified practitioners with realworld experience across a range of
industries and Cyber security solutions.
Accreditations include CISSP, CISA and
CRISC and we have ISO27001, DPA,
GDPR, GLBA and PCI DSS expertise.
We are an approved supplier to premium
automotive
manufacturers,
global
telecomm and financial service providers
– but our services are also used in other
industries. We aim to provide a personal
and flexible service rather than imposing
our
solutions
without
careful
consideration of your business.

were flexible to our
methodology.”
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We provide the following services for use
as a complete end-to-end security
solution or on a single-service basis,
according to your needs.

Security Experts

Our dedicated Security Experts have an average
of 15 years industry experience and advanced
threat, solution and third-party product
knowledge. Experienced and vigilant, you can
trust us to advise and run your best possible
defence.

Identity and Access Management

We create a ‘root of trust’ for all your systems
and credentials by ensuring the security of your
employee identity and access privileges.

Data Loss Prevention

“The work they did for
us was well thought
out and rigorous. We
will use them again.”
Application Development
Manager, Telecomms

Optimising productivity and cost, we ensure
only the right people have access to the right
data, at the right time. We build in regulatory
compliance and data protection by design,
protecting you from the unlimited liability that
can follow a data breach and substantial fines for
failing to protect your customer’s personal data
(as per the General Data Protection
Regulations, GDPR, enforceable from May
2018).

Cloud Security

We can help you maximise the financial and
operational advantages of cloud-based
services without losing control or failing to
put in place what is needed to protect your
business from determined criminal hackers
and other security risks.

Endpoint Protection

We ensure the right software agent is
active on the various endpoint devices
that access your systems and data,
seeking
out
and
neutralising
security
threats
systematically
(on
PCs, mobiles and IoT devices, for
example).

Vulnerability Assessment and
Penetration Testing

Our Attack team use their vast experience and
expertise to simulate criminal ingenuity and
test your defences. We use automated scans,
manual interventions and security bestpractice criteria to identify different types of
vulnerability across your systems and apps.
We detect, so you can protect.

Software Code Signing

Ensures secure distribution of digitally signed
software updates to remote devices or
systems (interactive TV apps and Electronic
Control Units, for example).

Our cover picture features the Thames Barrier which protects the City of
London’s financial district against tidal waves and flooding using constantly
modulating barrier ‘blades’ to hold back millions of tonnes of water. We like
to compare this instance of leading-edge engineering to the way we protect
our client’s networks and data – enabling the right traffic to flow smoothly
while blocking and eliminating the hidden threats.

protect your business with proven security solutions …

“Very experienced team, impressive knowledge and easy to
work with.”
Programme Manager, Car Manufacturer

“The work they did for us was well thought out and rigorous. We
will use them again.”
Application Development Manager, Telecomms
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